
Swiss health insurance data shows 73% spike in
cancer treatment since 2020; Korean studies
show "vaccinated" hit by blood disorders;
Australian road deaths have spiked nationwide
since "pandemic"
Increasingly "the science" reconfirms what more and more of us are seeing with our own eyes
(yet "our free press" won't report it—though they WILL, if this clip from Fox News is a sign of
change)
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According to Helsana, a major Swiss health insurance company, since 2016 the number of
patients receiving cancer treatmentscancer treatments has decreased. However, something changedsomething changed in
2021 and 2022. In 2021, Helsana’s data shows there was a dramatic increase of 73%dramatic increase of 73%
compared to 2020 in the number of patients receiving cancer treatments. And the high
number of cancer patients continuedcontinued in 2022 with an increase of 74%increase of 74% compared to
2020. Switzerland began its mass covid vaccinationmass covid vaccination campaign on 23 December 202023 December 2020.
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The Korean National Health Insurance Service tabulates health data of the wholehealth data of the whole
populationpopulation including vaccination statusincluding vaccination status which allows researchers to compare the
ongoing health outcomes of the vaccinatedvaccinated with the unvaccinatedunvaccinated. Precisely the
information our government [New Zealand] is hiding from independent researchers and
public scrutiny—comparative datacomparative data, which we have been requesting they release. So what
have they found in Korea? Researchers have released a preprint paper entitled
“Hematologic abnormalities after COVID-19 vaccinationHematologic abnormalities after COVID-19 vaccination: A large Korean
population-based cohort study". Haematologic diseases are diseases of the blooddiseases of the blood and
blood forming organs. The researchers randomly selected half of the population ofhalf of the population of
SeoulSeoul (around 4.2 million people) aged 20 and above and identified people who had
received treatmenttreatment for a range of blood disordersblood disorders. They excluded people who had a
history of blood disorders prior to the study period and then compared the rate ofcompared the rate of
developmentdevelopment of blood disorders among the vaccinated and unvaccinated over a threevaccinated and unvaccinated over a three
month periodmonth period. The researchers concluded: “This study demonstrated the haematologic
adverse eventsadverse events associated with COVID-19 vaccinationvaccination using real-world data. The
cumulative incidence rate of nutritional anaemia, aplastic anaemia, and coagulation
defects significantly and constantly increasedsignificantly and constantly increased for 3 months after the COVID-19
vaccination compared to the non-vaccinatedcompared to the non-vaccinated group.”

https://preview.mailerlite.com/c2w2a1g5i3/2362996971481864388/h0c5/

December 19, 2023

Five years ago, Dr Crozier helped lead the inquiry into the National Road Safety Strategy.
"We can't ignore the facts, and we are seeing a significant increase in death ratessignificant increase in death rates
around the country," Dr Crozier said. For much of the past four decades, Australia made
steady progress on the road toll — from 2,800 people died in road accidents in 1989 to
1,094 by October 2020. But as the nation emerged from the COVID-19 pandemic, the
road toll started to increaseroad toll started to increase. By November this year, 1,253 people had been killed in1,253 people had been killed in
road accidentsroad accidents in the previous 12 months — a 6.3 per cent increase6.3 per cent increase compared to the
previous year. "So, since COVID … basically, they're going in the wrong direction.they're going in the wrong direction." Dr
Crozier believes there are two notable factorstwo notable factors at play when it comes to driving up the
road toll. SpeedSpeed [...] and he also pointed to a dropdrop in the number of random breath testsrandom breath tests
administered by police.
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Stop the presses! Dr. Marc Siegel, medical advisor to Fox News,
MENTIONS “VACCINATION” as ONE of several possible reasons why
“Americans are dying at higher rates”:

Watch on

COVID-19 • Get the latest information from
the CDC about COVID-19.

Dr. Marc Siegel On Why Americans Are Dying At Higher Rates
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Eric Writes The Imaginary Hobgoblin Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

"Experts" are worried? I'm worried about the "experts." They seem to be having great difficulty - on a

grand scale - in connecting one dot to another. (Though they are in near universal agreement in knowing

ABSOLUTELY what it ISN'T). An unprecedented wave of "Baffling Syndrome" is surging through the

worlds medical establishment like a tsunami. Certainly, there's a safe and effective shot for this? They

should mandate it....for the benefit of humanity. 

🤥

 "What's good for the goose....."
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KP Stoller Writes KP’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

Siegel has been a loyal clotshot pusher but many are now concerned they will be held personally liable for

ignoring the severe adverse events from the bioweapon jab. That can be the only explanation.
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ALERT! The cause of all those heart attacks is those who claim

that "vaccination" is the cause of all those heart attacks

"The science" is now telling us that all those people "dying suddenly" post-"vaccination"
have, in fact, been stressed to death by "anti-vaxxers"

NOV 24, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

Why are all those racehorses dropping dead at Churchill Downs?

Because, since April 29, they've all been wearing powerful

WIRELESS monitors…

The horses may be "vaccinated," too—we're looking into it—but these new high-tech
gadgets (the sort of thing that thrills Bill Gates) are likely the…

JUN 10, 2023 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

Actors who got fired for saying NO to the needle

Along with athletes like Novak Djokovic, Aaron Rogers and Kyrie Irving, and musicians like
Van Morrison, M.I.A. and Toni Braxton, these actors are among…

NOV 19, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

Is something wicked coming at us on October 4? Better safe

than sorry; so PLEASE turn OFF your cellphones & computers on

that afternoon—and…

One way to subvert these hellish "exercises" is to make the world aware of them
beforehand

SEP 24, 2023 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States,

June 28-July 4

Linda Kramer (Aerosmith drummer's wife), "Breakin'" star Bruno Falcon, US jet ski
champion Eric the Eagle, YouTuber Technoblade, Xerox CEO John…

JUL 6, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

In memory of those who 'died suddenly' in the United States,

August 8-August 15

Comedian Teddy Ray; TV actress Denise Dowse; John Engen, 5-term major of Missoula,
MT; poet John Longenbach; three student football players; three…

AUG 18, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

What kind of "wildfires" burn in a perfect circle, and JUMP OVER

WATER, igniting all the boats?

Does "climate change" do that? Or is it geoengineering, meant to LOOK LIKE "climate
change," and scare us into giving up our lives, to "save the…

AUG 12, 2023 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

Why is the University of California trying to KILL its students,

faculty and staff?

Is that why its top managers want EVERYBODY boosted? Or are they just corrupted by
Big Pharma's revenues, and therefore in denial of the risks? Some…

NOV 26, 2022 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

Dying of "vaccination" (along with his mother), Pascal Najadi,

son of WEF co-founder, calls for the ARREST of Gates, Schwab,

WHO leadership…

“Everything evil in the world related to democide unfortunately comes from Geneva.”

OCT 27, 2023 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER

With this latest psy-op pushing EVERYBODY'S buttons, it

matters more than ever that we keep our heads, and ask, "What

REALLY happened?"

Just as it was in Dealey Plaza, and near the towers on 9/11, and in or near the Capitol on
"January 6," so is it now in Israel, just as in Lahaina: What…

OCT 8, 2023 • MARK CRISPIN MILLER
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